Mechanism of persistent protein kinase D1 translocation and activation.
The specificity of many signal transduction pathways relies on the spatiotemporal features of each signaling step. G protein-coupled receptor-mediated activation of protein kinases leads to diverse cellular effects. Upon receptor activation, PKD1 and several C-type protein kinases (PKCs), translocate to the plasma membrane and become catalytically active. Here we show that, unlike PKCs, PKD1 remains active at the membrane for hours. The two DAG binding C1 domains of PKD1 have distinct functional roles in targeting and maintaining PKD1 at the plasma membrane. C1A achieves fast, maximal, and reversible translocation, while C1B translocates partially, but persistently, to the plasma membrane. The persistent localization requires the C1B domain of PKD1, which binds Galphaq. We incorporate the kinetics of PKD1 translocation into a three-state model that suggests how PKD1 binding to DAG and Galphaq uniquely encodes frequency-dependent PKD1 signaling.